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Abst rac t - - In  thin paper, we introduce and study generahzed vanatmnal inclusions and generahzed 
resolvent equatmns m real Banach spaces It is estabhshed that generahzed varlatmnal inclusion 
problems m uniformly smooth Banach spaces are eqmvalent to fixed-point problems We also estabhsh 
a relationship between generahzed varmtmnal inclusions and generahzed resolvent equatmns By 
using Nadler's fixed-point theorem and resolvent operator techmque for m-accretwe mappings m 
real Banach spaces, we propose an lteratlve algorithm for computing the apprommate solutions of 
generahzed vamational mclusmns The lterative algomthms for finding the approximate solutmns 
of generahzed resolvent equations are also proposed The convergence of apprommate solutions 
of generahzed variational mclumons and generahzed resolvent equatmns obtained by the proposed 
lteratwe algorithms i also studmd. Our results are new and represent a sigmficant improvement of
prevmusly known results. Some specml cases are also dmcussed @ 2005 Elsevier Ltd All rights 
reserved 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
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nology. In recent past, classical variational inequality has been extended and generalized to 
study a wide class of problems arising in mechanics, physics, optimization and control, nonlin- 
ear programming, economics, finance, regional structural, transformation, elasticity, and applied 
sciences, etc., see, for example, [1-7] and references therein. A useful and an important general- 
ization of variational inequalities i a mixed variational inequality containing nonhnear term [8]. 
Due to the presence of the nonlinear term, the projection method cannot be used to study the 
existence of a solution for the mined variational inequalities. 
In 1994, Hassouni and Moudafi [9] introduced variational inclusions which contain mixed vari- 
ational inequalities as special cases. They studied a perturbed method for solving variational 
inclusions. Since then, this class of variational inclusions have been extended and generalized by 
Adly [10], Ahmad and Ansan [11], Ding [12], Huang [13,14], etc. Very recently, Alber and Yao [15] 
and Chen et al. [16] introduced and studied cocomplementarity problems and covariational in- 
equalities, respectively, in Banach spaces. Chang et al. [17-20] and Huang [21] introduced a
different approach than in [15,16] to study the set-valued variational inclusions in Banach spaces. 
The Wiener-Hopf (normal maps) equations are introduced by Shi [22,23] and Robinson [24] in 
relation with variational inequalities. They are used to develop various numerical methods for 
solving variational inequalities and complementarity problems. 
In this paper, we introduce and study a more general form of variational inclusions and resolvent 
equations for set-valued mappings, called generalized variational inclusions and generalized resol- 
vent equations, respectively, in real Banach spaces. It is established that generalized variational 
inclusion problems in uniformly smooth Banach spaces are equivalent to fixed-point problems. 
We also establish a relationship between generalized variational inclusions and generalized resol- 
vent equations. By using Nadler's fixed-point theorem [25] and resolvent operator technique for 
m-accretive mappings in real Banach spaces, we propose an iterative algorithm for computing 
the approximate solutions of generalized variational inclusions. By using the relationship be- 
tween generalized variational inclusions and generalized resolvent equations, we further suggest 
an iterative algorithm for finding the approximate solutions of generalized variational inclusions 
and generalized resolvent equations. The existence of solutions and convergence of approximate 
solutions obtained by the proposed algorithms of these problems are also studied. Our results 
are new and represent a significant improvement of previously known results. Some special cases 
are also discussed. 
2. FORMULAT IONS AND PREL IMINARIES  
Throughout the paper, we assume that E is a real Banach space with its norm I1" I1, E* is 
the topological dual of E, d is the metric induced by the norm H" II, CB(E) (respectively, 2 E) 
is the family of all nonempty closed and bounded subsets (respectively, all nonempty subsets) of 
E, :D(., .) is the Hausdorff metric on CB(E) defined by 
= max  supe(x,B), sup 
t.xEA yEB 
where d(x, 8) = inf~eB d(x,y) and d(A,y) = infxeA d(x,y). We also assume that (., .) is the 
duality pairing between E and E*, D(T) is the domain of T and J : E --~ 2 E" is the normalized 
duahty mapping defined by 
d(x) = {f e E*: (x, f /=  Hxl] IIf]{ and Hfll = HzH}, for all x e E. 
Let T ,F ,P  : E ~ CB(E) be set-valued mappings and 0 : E x E --* E and h,g : E ~ E be 
single-valued mappings. Let A : E --* 2 E be a set-valued mapping. We consider the following 
set-valued vamatwnal zncluszon problem, 
F indxeE ,  ueP(x ) ,  weT(x)  andqcF(x ) ,  such that 
(svwP) 
0 C h (u) + 0 (w, q) + A (g (x)). 
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We present some special cases of (SVVIP) to show that (SVVIP) is more general and unified 
one. 
SPECIAL CASES. 
(i) If h _= I the identity mapping and P = 0, then (SVVIP) is equivalent o find x C E, 
w E T(x), and q e F(x), such that 
0 e t~ (w, q) + A (g (x)). (2.1) 
It is cMled generahzed set-valued variatwnal ~ncluswn problem considered and studied by 
Chang et al. [19]. 
(ii) If h - I the identity mapping and 0 - 0, then (SVVIP) reduces to the problem of finding 
x E E and u e P(x), such that 
0 e u+A(g(x ) ) ,  (2.2) 
which is called generalized set-valued imphcit vamatwnal mcluswn problem introduced and 
studied by Huang [21]. When E = H is a Hilbert space, this problem is studied in [14]. 
(fix) If E = H is a Hilbert space and A = 0¢, where ¢ : H ~ •U {¢} is a proper, convex, lower 
semicontinuous function on H and 0¢ denotes the subdifferential of ¢, then (SVVIP) is 
equivalent to find x C H, w e T(x), q c F(x), and u E P(x), such that 
(h (u) + 0 (w, q), y - g (x)) > ¢ (g (x)) - ¢ (y), for all y • g .  (2.3) 
A variant form of this problem is considered by Ding [12]. 
From the above special cases, it is clear that for a suitable choices of the maps involved in the 
formulation of (SVVIP), we can derive many known variational inclusion problems considered 
and studied in the literature (SVVIP). 
In connection with (SVVIP), we consider the following generalized resolvent equation problem, 
Find z,x • E ,u  • P (x ) ,w  • T (x ) ,  and q • F (x ) ,  such that 
(GREP) O(w,q)+h(u)+p_ l jAz=O ' (2 .4)  
where jA = I - R A, I is the identity operator, R A is the resolvent operator, and p > 0 is a 
constant. The equation (2.4) is called generalized resolvent equatzon. 
When P is a constant map and h -= 0, (GREP) is considered by Noor [26] in the setting of 
Hilbert spaces. 
Now, we recM1 some definitions, notations, and results which will be used throughout the paper. 
The uniform convexity of a Banach space E means that for any given e > 0 there exists 5 > 0, 
such that for all x, y • E, Ilxll < 1, IIY]I ~ 1, IIx - Yll = e ensure the following inequality, 
IIx + yll <- 2 (1 - ~). 
The function, 
~B(e) = in f  {1 IIz +Y I I :  IIxll = 1, Ify]l = 1, I I x -y l l  =e} 
2 
is called the modulus of convexity of E. 
The uniform smoothness of a Banach space E means that for any given e > 0, there exists 
5 > 0, such that 
tlx + yll + Ilx - yll 
- 1 _< e l iYl l  
2 
holds. The function, 
TB (t) = ~up { IIx + yll + I1~- yll _ 1 :  Ilxll = 1, Ilyll = t}  
2 
is called the modulus of smoothness of E. 
We remark that the Banach space E is uniformly convex if and only if 5B(e) > 0, for all e > 0, 
and it is uniformly smooth if and only if limt-.0 t-l~'B(t) ---- O. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. (See [15].) A mapping : E ~ E is said to be 
(i) k-strongly accretive, k E (0, 1), i£/'or any x,y E E, there exists j (x  - y) E J(x - y), such 
that 
(g(x)-g(y), 3(x--y)) >_ kll=- yl12; 
(ii) Lzpschitz continuous ff for any x,y E E, there exists a constant 5 > O, such that 
Ilg (x)  - g (Y)II ~ 5 I1= - y l l .  
DEFINITION 2.2. (See [21].) A set-vaIued mapping A : D(A) C_ E ~ 2 E is said to be 
(i) accretive iffor anyx, y E D(A), there exists j (x -y )  E J (x -y ) ,  such that for alIu E A(x) 
and v C A(y), 
(~ - v,j(x - y)) > 0; 
(ii) k-strongly accretive, k E (0, 1), if for any x,y E D(A), there exists j (x -  y) e J (x -  y), 
such that for a11 u E A(x) and v e A(y), 
(u - v , j (x  - y)) >_ kilx - yll2; 
(iii) m-accretive irA is accretive and ( I + pA ) ( D( A ) ) = S for every (equivalently, for some) p > 
0, where I is the identity mapping, (equivalently, irA is accretive and (I + A )( D( A ) ) = E). 
REMARK 2.1. (See [19].) I fE  = H is a Hilbert space, then A : D(A) C_ H --~ 2 H is an m-accretive 
mapping if and only if it is a maximal monotone mapping. 
DEFINITION 2.3. (See [27].) Let A : D(A) C_ E ~ 2 E be an m-accretive mapping. For any 
p > 0, the mapping R A : E -* D(A) associated with A is defined by 
R A (u) = (I + pA) -1 (u), for all u e E, 
is called the resolvent operator. 
REMARK 2.2. It is well known that R A is a single-valued mapping, see, for example, [27]. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The resolvent operator R A : E ~ D(A) is said to be 
(i) retraction if (I + pA) -1 o (I + pA)- l (u) = (I + pA)- l (u),  for all u E E; 
(ii) nonexpansive r traction if 
[JR A (zl) - R A (z2)[[ _< [Izl - z2[[, for all zl,z2 E E. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [21].) Let g : E ~ E be a continuous and k-strongly accretive mapping. 
Then, g maps E onto E. 
DEFINITION 2.5. (See [25].) A set-valued mapping T : E ~ CB(E) is said to be 7)-Lipschztz 
continuous if for any x, y 6 E, there exists a constant # > O, such that 
P(T(x ) ,T (y ) )  < ~ l i=-  YlI. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let T : E ~ 2 E be a set-valued mapping. The mapping 0 : E x E --* E is said 
to be 
(i) Lipschitz continuous in the first argument with respect to T if there exists a constant 
a > O, such that 
HÜ(wl,.)-O(w2,.)[[ _< a i [w l -w2[ I ,  for all wl ET(x l ) ,  w2 aT(x2) ,  and x l ,x2 eE ;  
(ii) Lipschitz continuous in the second argument with respect o T if there exists a constant 
fl > O, such that 
I]0(.,ql)-e(.,q~)]l < Zllql-q211, for allql e F(=I) ,  q2 e F(=~), and x l ,~  e E. 
The following proposition plays an important role in proving our main results. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. (See [21,28].) Let E be a uniformly smooth Banach space and J : E - ,  2 E• 
be a normalized uality mapping. Then, for any x, y E E, 
(i) Ilx + yll 2 _< IIxll ~ + 2 (y , j (x  + y)), 
(ii) (x -y, j (x)  - j (y)) <__ 2D2~B(41[x- yil/D), where D = x/(llxll 2 + Ilyll~)/2. 
3. AN ITERAT IVE  ALGORITHM 
AND CONVERGENCE RESULT 
To suggest he iterative algorithm for computing the approximate solutions of (SVVIP), we 
mention the following equivalence between (SVVIP) and a fixed-point problem which can be 
easily proved by using Defimtion 2.3. 
LEMMA 3.1. (x ,u ,w,q) ,  where x E E, u e P(x) ,  w ~ T(x) ,  and q e F(x)  is a solution of 
(SVVIP)/f  and only if it is a solution of the following equation, 
A 9 (x) = Ro [g (x) - p {h (~) + 0 (~, q)}], (3.1) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
We now propose the following iterative algorithm for computing the approximate solutions of 
(SVVIP). 
ALGORITHM 3.1. Let T ,F ,P  : E --* CB(E) be multivalued mappings and h : E -+ E and 
0 : E x E --+ E be single-valued mappings. Let g : E ~ E be continuous and k-strongly accretive 
mapping For given xo c E, uo c P(xo), wo c T(xo), qo c F(xo), and 0 < ~ < 1, let 
x~ = ~0 - g (x0) + R2 [g (~0) - p{h (~0) + 0 (~0, qo)}] 
Since uo e P(xo) E CB(E), wo E T(xo) e CB(E), and qo e F(xo) E CB(E), by Nadler [25], 
there exist ul E P(x l ) ,  wl E T(x l ) ,  and q] E F(xl) ,  such that 
]lwo - will < 7? (T (zo), T (zl)) 
Ilqo - qall ~ 50 (F (m0), F (xx)) 
Iluo - u~ l] <- 50 (P (Xo), P (xl)) 
+ ellXo - xlN, 
~n e T (x . ) ,  
qn E F (x,~), 
u~ E P (x,~), 
n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . .  
Let 
x2 = Xl -g (x l )  + R A [g (Xl) - f l{h(ul) + 0(wl,ql)}]. 
Continuing the above process inductively, we obtain the sequences {xn}, {un}, {wn}, and {q~} 
satisfying 
{h (~,~) + 0 (wn, qn)}], (3.2) Xn_t_ 1 = X n - -  g (Xn)  -~-.Rp [g (Xn)  - p 
II~. - ~ .+ i  Jl -< 50 (T (x . ) ,  T (x .+l) )  + ~n+l Ilx- - x-+i l l ,  
IIq- - q-+~]] <- 50 (F (x . ) ,  F (~.+1)) + c "+1 ]l~- - ~.+~ln, 
li~. - U.+lli < 50 (p (~. ) ,  p (~.+~)) +~.+1 l]~. - X.+l l l ,  
REMARK 3 1. For suitable choices of the mappings involved m the formulation of (SVVIP), we 
can easily derive the known iterative algorithms for different kinds of variational inclusion from 
Algorithm 3.1. 
We prove the existence of a solution of (SVVIP) and study the convergence of iteratlve se- 
quences generated by Algorithm 3.1. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space with the module of smoothness 
TB(t) <_ Ct 2 for C > 0 Let A : E --~ 2 E be an m-accretive mapping such that the resolvent 
operator associated with A is retraction and let T, F, P : E -+ CB(E) be 1)-Lipschitz continuous 
mappings with constants #, t, and 7, respectively. Let g : E --~ E be k-strongly accretive and 
Llpschitz contmuous with constant 5. Assume that h : E --~ E is Lipschitz continuous with 
constant s and 8 : E x E --+ E is Llpschitz continuous in the first argument with respect to T 
and with constants ~, and in the second argument with respect to F and with constant/3. I f  
0 < (1 - 2k + 64C52) 1/2 + [5 + p (a# + ~t - sT)] < 1, (3.3) 
then there exist x E E, w E T(x) ,  q E F(x) ,  and u E P(x)  satisfying (SVVIP)  and the iterative 
sequences {x~}, {w~}, {q~}, and {u~} generated by Algorithm 3.1 converge strongly to x, w, q, 
and u in E, respectively. 
PROOF. From Algorithm 3.1, we have 
IIx +1 - x~ll = Ilxo - g ÷ R¢ (g - p {h + o qn)}) 
-- [Zn--1 -- g (Xn--1) ÷ Re (g (Xn-1) - /9  {h ('U,n_l) -I- 0 (Wn_l, qn-1)})] 11 (3.4) 
_ I1~ - x~_ l  - (g (x~) - g (~n_ i ) ) [ I  + I IR¢ (zo) - (Z -l)ll, 
where z~ = g(xn) - p{ h(un) + O(wn, qn)}. 
By Proposition 2.1, we have 
llxn - x~_~ - (g (~)  - g (~_1))112 
_< IIx~ - xn - l l l  ~ + 2 <-  (g (xn) - g (~n-1) ,  J (xn - x . - i  - (g (xn)  - g (xn -~) ) ) )> 
= I1~ - xn-~l l  ~ + 2 <-  (g (~)  - g (Xn-1) )  , J (Xn  - -  Xn-1)> 
+ 2 <- (~ (x . )  - g (~n-1) ,  j (~n -- ~ . -~ -- (g (X.) -- g (~n-~))  - - ;  (=n -- X~_~)))> (3.5) 
- < IIx~ - xn-~ll ~ - 2k I1~ - Xn-ltl 2 + 4d lT~ (4  IIg (xn) - d g (~- , )11)  
<_ IIx~ - X~- l l f  - 2k Ilxn - xn-~l l  ~ + 64C IIg (~n) - g (~n-1) l l  ~ 
< (1 -  2k + 64C52) IIx~- x~-~ll ~ , 
and as R A is nonexpansive, we have 
I IR2 - Re (z.-1) l l  _< Ilzn -- zo- ll 
= IIg (~n) -p{h(un)  +O(wn,qn)} -- (g(xn-1) 
-p  {h  (~n-1)  + o (w. -~,  qn-~)}) l l  
-< IIg (~) -  g (x.-~)l l  + p IIO (Wn, qn) -- 0(~. -~,q~-~) l l  
- -  p llh (un) - h (~-~) I I  (3.6) 
= IIg (x - ) -  g (~n-~)ll +Pl lO(~n,qn) -O(~n-x ,qn)  
+0 (~o~_~, q~) - 0 (~_~,  q~_~)I1 - P IIh (~)  - h (~_~)11 
-< ltg (~) -  g (~n-~)ll + P tl0 (~n, q~)--O(Wn--l,  qn) ll 
+ p IiO (wn_ l ,  q . )  - 0 (wn-z ,  q - -~) l l  - P lib (~n) - h (un-1) l l .  
By using Lipschitz continuity of 0(., ) in the first argument with respect o T and in the second 
argument with respect o F, and :D-Lipsehitz continuity of T, F, and P with constants #, t, 
and % respectively, we have 
IiO(wn,qn) - 0 (w~-x,q~)ll < allwn - wn-~ll 
< a (Z)(T (xn), T (xn-~)) + P Itxn - xn-~ll) (3.7) 
-< ~ ( ,  + P ) I I~n - ~.-111, 
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lie (w~- l ,  q~) - O (W~-l,  q~-x)ll < a Ilq,~ - q~-al] 
_< a(~(F(x~) ,  F (~, . -1 ) )  + P I1~,. - ~ , , -~ l l )  (3.8) 
< a (t + P) I Ix .  - ~,,-,11, 
and since h is Lipschitz continuous with constant s, we obtain 
]lh (un)  - h (U~- l ) [ ]  _< s I1~,~ - un - l l l  
_< s [ I ) (P  (x,~), P (X,_ l ) )  + P I1~,, - Xn-ll]] (3.9) 
< s (~ + P) I l xn  - ~-111 • 
From (3.7)-(3.9), (3.6) can be written as 
+pa(t+P)tlx~-x~_lll+ps(~/+P)llx,~-x._~l[ (3.10) 
= [5 + p~ (u + P )  + pa (t ÷ P )  - ps  ('r + P ) ]  I1~,, - x,,-~ll • 
By using (3.5) and (3.10), (3.4) becomes 
where 
0 (P) = (1 - 2k + 64c~ ~) 1/2 + [5 + p~ ( ,  + P)  + pa (t + P)  - ps (~ + P)] 
= (1 - 2k + 64c~ ~) 1/~ + [5 + p (~ + at - s~) + p (~ + a - s) P] .  
Let 0 = (1 - 2k + 64C52) 1/2 + [5 + p(a# + at - s'y)]. Since 0 < e < 1, it follows that 
0(P)  --* 0, as n--*  c~. 
From (3.3), we have 0 < 1, and consequently {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in E. 
Banach space, there exists x E E, such that xn ~ x as n ~ 0% we have 
I[w~ - wn-1  I[ <- ~ (T  (x,~) - T (xn -1) )  + e'~ IIz,~ - ~ . - ,  li 
< ( .  + P)IIz~ - ~.-111, 
[Iqn - q,~-lll - Z~ (F  (x,,) - F (x~_~)) + e" IIx,, - X._ l i l  
<_ t I ixn - x , . - l l [  + P I1~ - Xn - l l ]  
< ( t+P) I1~,~-  x,~-ll l ,  
I1~,~ - ~.-~ II <- ~) (P (x~) - P (x ,~_ l ) )  + P I lxn - x . -~ l l  
<- "~ I1~,~ -~,~-~11 + P I1~. - x, ,- l l l  
< ('~ + P)I1~,, - x,~-l l l ,  
and hence, {w,}, {q,}, and {u,} 
and u ,  ~ u E E. Since T, F, P, 
x = x -g (x )  + n A [g (x ) -  p{h(u)  + 0(w,q)}].  
Finally, we prove that w E T(x), q E F(x), and u E P(x). In fact, since w~ E T(x,~) and 
d(wn,T(x)) < max {d(w,~,T(x)),veT(~)sup d(T(xn),v)} 
<max / sup d(y,T(x)), sup d(T(xn),v)} 
I,~T(x,~) veT(z) 
= 19 (T (x,~), T (x)), 
Since E is a 
are also Cauchy sequences in E. Let wn --* w E E, qn ~ q E E, 
g, h, 0, and R A are continuous in E, we have 
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we have 
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d(w,T(x))  <_ I]w-wn[] +d(w~,T(x))  
_< ]]w-wnll +~(T(x~) ,T (x ) )  
< fl~ - ~ . l l  + , II~n - xll -~ 0, as . -~ +~,  
which implies that d(w, T(x)) = 0. Since T(x) E CB(E), it follows that w E T(x). Similarly, we 
can prove that q E F(x) and u E P(x). Then, by Lemma 3.1, we get the conclusion. I 
4. GENERAL IZED RESOLVENT EQUATIONS 
In this section, we first establish the equivalence between (SVVIP) and (GREP). Then, we 
suggest iterative algorithms for finding the approximate solutions of (GREP). Finally, we prove 
the existence of a solution of (GREP) and convergence of sequences generated by the suggested 
algorithms. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The (SVVIP) has a solution (x, u, w, q) with x E E, u E P(x), w E T(x), and 
q E F(x) if and only if (GREP) has a solution (z, x, u, w, q) with z, x E E, u E P(x), w E T(x), 
and q C F(x), where 
g (~) = R~z (4.1) 
and 
z = g (x) - p {h (u) + 0 (w, q)}. (4.2) 
PROOF. Let (x,u,w,q) be a solution of (SVVIP). Then, by Lemma 3.1, it is a solution of the 
following equation, 
g(x) = n A[g(x) - p{h(u) +0(w,q)}].  
Let z -= [g(x) - p{h(u) + O(w, q))]. Then, we have g(x) = R~z and 
z=RAz-p{h(u)+O(w,q)}  ¢~ ~(w,q)+h(u)+p- l jAz=O,  
that is, (z, x, u, w, q) is a solution of (GREP). I 
The generalized resolvent equation (2.4) can be written as 
Since jA = I - R A, we have 
By (4.1), we have 
JAz = --p {h (u) + 0 (w, q)}. 
z = RAz-- p{h(u) + O(w,q)}. 
z = g(x) - p{h(u) + 0 (w,q)}. (4.3) 
In view of Lemma 3.1 and (4.3), we can suggest he following iterative method to compute the 
approximate solutions of (GREP). 
ALOORITHM 4.1. For given z0, Xo E E, u0 E P(xo), wo E T(xo), and q0 E F(x0), compute {zn}, 
{x~}, {un}, {wn}, and {qn} by the iterative schemes, 
g (zn) A = R. z~, (4 4) 
un E P(x~) :  Ilu~+l -u~]I _< ~(P(x~+l ) ,P  (x,~)), (4.5) 
~ e T(x~) :  I1~+1 - w~ll _< ~ (T(x~÷l) ,T(x~)) ,  (4.6) 
q~ E F (x~) :  Ilq~+l -qnll <_ D(F(x,~+I),F(z~)), (4.7) 
zn+l  = 9 (x~) - p {h (~)  + 0 (~,  qn)},  (4.s) 
n=0,1 ,2 ,3 ,  ... 
The generalized resolvent equation (2.4) can also be written as 
z = g (x) - {h (u) + 0 (w, q)} 4- ([ - fl-1) jAz. 
We use this fixed-point formulation to suggest he following iterative method. 
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ALGORITHM 4.2. For given zo, xo C E, uo C P(zo), wo G T(xo), and qo E F(zo), compute {z,~}, 
{xn}, {us}, {w,~}, and {q,~} by the iterative schemes, 
= Rp zn, 
~ • p(x~) :  I1~+1 -~11 < v (P (x~+l ) ,P (x~) ) ,  
w,~ e T(x~) :  I[w,~+l-wn[] <_ D(T(xn+I ) ,T (xn) ) ,  
q~ ~ F (x~) : IIq~+l - qnil < V (F  (x~+l ) ,  e ( z . ) ) ,  
z~+~ = g (x~) - {h (~)  + 0 (w~, q~)} + (Z - p - l )  J¢z ,  
n = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , . . . .  
THEOREM 4.1. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space with module of smoothness 
TB(t) ~_ Ct 2 for C > 0. Let A : E ~ 2 E be an m-accretive mapping such the resolvent operator 
associated with A is retraction and let T, F, P : E --+ CB(E) be D-Lipschitz continuous mappings 
with constants #, t, and % respectively. Let g : E ~ E be k-strongly accretive and Lipschitz 
continuous with constant 5. Assume that h : E -+ E is Lipschitz continuous with constant s and 
0 : E x E -~ E is Lipschitz continuous in the first argument with respect to T and with constants 
a, and in the second argument with respect to F and with constant f .  I f  
0 < B /2  + f (p) - ps7 < 1, (4.9) 
1 -B /2  
where B -- 2x/1 - 2k + 64C~ 2 and 
~1 + p (atz + fit) 
f (P) = i - p (~  + f t ) '  
then there exist z, x • E, u E P(x) ,  w • T(x),  and q • F(x)  satisfying (GREP) and (4.2) and 
the iterative sequences {z~}, {xn}, {un}, {w,,}, and {qn} generated by Algorithm 4.1 converge 
strongly to z, x, u, w, and q in E,  respectively. 
PROOF. From Algorithm 4.1, we have 
llz,,+~ - z,,ii -- llg (x,,) - p {h (u~,) + 0 (w,.,, q~)} - g (Xn- l )  
+p {h (u,,_,) + e (w,,_l, q,,-~)}ll 
(4.10) 
< l l~  -~-~ - (g (~)  -9  (~-~))11 + I1~ -~-~ - p {0 (~,  q~) 
-0  (wn-1, qn-1)}ll - P t] h (un) - h (u~-l)]] • 
From (3.5), we have 
IIx~ - z~-~ - (9 (~)  - g (~-~) ) I I  < x/1 - 2k + 64C~ l l~  - ~-~]1 • 
From Proposition 2.1, we have for any 3(Zn+l - zn) E J(z,~+l - zn), 
]IXn -- Xn--1 -- P {0 (Wn, qn) -- 0 (Wn--1, q,,_,)}ll ~ 
-- 2p (0 (wn, q=) - 0 (w=_, ,  q=- l ) ,  3 (xn - x=- i  - p {0 (w,~, q=) - 0 (w=_, ,  q,~-l)})) 
-< II~,, - x,,-al l  = + 2p llO (~r .  q,,) -- O (~n- , ,  q,,-1)ll 
x llx,, -- x , ,_ ,  -- p {0 (,.,,,,, q,,) -- 0 (~,,_~, q,,-~)}ll 
--< il~,, -- x , , - '  II = + 20 II0 (W,,, q,,) -- 0 (W,,_,, q,,) + 0 (w, ,_ , ,  q,,) -- 0 (~, , _ , ,  q,._~)ll 
× 11~,, - x=_ ,  - p {o (~. ,  q=) - o (,~=_~, qn-1)}l l  
HZn -- Xn_ l l l  2 -~ 2p{a# Ilxn -- X . - l l l  
+fit [[xn -- xn - i  11} [[xn -- xn-1 -- p {0 (wn, qn) -- 0 (wn-1, qn-1)} 11 
X,~-lll + p (a# + flt) x~_xl[ 2 
+ [[xn - xn-1 - p {0 (wn, qn) - 0 (wn-1, qn--1)}ll2), 
.1 
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which imphes that 
Ilxn - x~_x - p {o (w~,  q~) - o (Wn_ l ,  qn_~)} l l  2 < 1 + p (c~# 3- fit) 
- 1--p(~# 3- #t ) l i x~-  xn-~[t ~, (4.11) 
and since h is Lpchitz  continuous with constant s and P is T)-Lipschitz continuous with con- 
stant % we have 
< s (1:) (P(x~), P (x~_~)) (4.12) 
<_ s~llxn - x,~-l[I. 
Combining (4.10)-(4.12) and using (3.5), we have 
{ { l+p(at~+~t) -psT}  Hxn-xn-l[ I  I Iz,~+l-z~[I _< V/1 -2k+64C62+ 1--p(a# I3t)  
= (B/2 + f (p) - ps-/)IIx. - =~-111, 
where 
B = 2v/1 - 2k + 64C62 
Also from (4.1), we have 
(4.13) 
which implies that 
I I x . -x~- l [ [  = gx~ -- Xn--1 __ (g (Xn)  __g(xn_ I ) )  3- t~Azn  __ npZn_lNA 
<_ []xn . . . .  x,~_~ (g(xn)  g(x~-l)) l l  + IIRfz,~ R. zo-,IIA 
B 
--- ~ I1=~-=.-111 + Ilzn - z,~-~ll, 
1 
I]Xn - X~- l ] l  < I -B~2 [[zn --  Zn--1[[ . (4.15) 
From (4.13) and (4.15), we obtain 
I Iz~+x - z~ll < B/2 + f (p) - ps'y I I z .  - z . -~t l  = 0 I lzn - z . -~ l l ,  (4 .16)  
1 - B/2 
where 0 = (B/2 + f(p) - psT)/(1 - B/2). 
From (4.9), it follows that 0 < 1. Consequently, from (4.16), we see that {zn} is a Cauchy 
sequence in E, that is, there exists z E E with z,~+l ~ z as n --~ ec. From (4.15), we know that 
the sequence {Xn} is a Cauchy sequence in E, that is, there exists x E E, such that Xn+l ~ x. 
Also from (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7), we have 
Ilun+l - u.l l  _< v (P (x~+l) ,  P (x~)) < ~/IIx.+, - x~l l ,  
I1~+1 - ~ .  I1 < v (T (xn+x), T (zn)) < tt I[x.+l - x~ll, 
IIq~+1 - q~ll -< D (F  (x~+l ) ,  F (x.)) < t I1~+1 - ~-I I ,  
and hence, {w~}, {qn}, and {u,~} are also Cauehy sequences in E, so that there exist w, q, and 
u C E, such that w,~ -+ w, q~ --~ q, and Un --~ u. Now, by using the continuity of the operators 
T, F, P,  g, h, 0, Roa , and Algorithm 4.1, we have 
z = g (z) - p {h (u) + 0 (w, q)} = Raz - p {h (u) + 0 (w, q)} e E. 
From Theorem 3.1, it follows that w E T(x), q E F(z), and u C P(x). By Proposition 4.1, the 
required result follows. | 
i + p (o~# + #t) 
and f (P) = ~- -  p (~ + #t)" (4.14) 
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